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1. INTRODUCTION
Deep learning has revolutionized vision sensing applica-
tions in terms of accuracy comparing to other techniques.
Its breakthrough comes from the ability to extract com-
plex high level features directly from sensor data. However,
deep learning models are still yet to be natively supported
on mobile devices due to high computational requirements.
In this paper, we present DeepMon, a next generation of
DeepSense [1] framework, to enable deep learning models
on conventional mobile devices (e.g. Samsung Galaxy S7)
for continuous vision sensing applications. Firstly, Deep-
Mon exploits similarity between consecutive video frames for
intermediate data caching within models to enhance infer-
ence latency. Secondly, DeepMon leverages approximation
technique (e.g. Tucker decomposition) to build up approxi-
mated models with negligible impact on accuracy. Thirdly,
DeepMon oﬄoads heavy computation onto integrated mo-
bile GPU to significantly reduce execution time of the model.
2. SYSTEM OVERVIEW
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Figure 1: DeepMon System Architecture
DeepMon consists of 3 main components (Figure 1).
1) Adaptive frame dispatcher: takes responsibility for choos-
ing important frames and submits them to recognizer.
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# GPU Memory Memory
Phone GPU APIs Cores Size Bandwid.
(#ALUs) (GB) (GB/s)
Samsung Mali OpenCL/ 12 4 25.6
S7 T880 Vulkan
Sony Adreno OpenCL 4 3 12.8
Z5 430 (192)
Table 1: Specs for Commodity Mobile GPUs
2) Model repository: stores pre-trained models for various
tasks such as image recognition, object detection. Deep-
Mon’s models are not limited to those we provided but can
be converted from other framework such as Caffe [2] via our
external model converter.
3) GPU-based recognizer: processes interesting frames
and sends the output back to applications of interests. At
first, DeepMon compares the current frame with the previ-
ous one to see if any regions within a frame should be recom-
puted to reduce the total computation. After that, caching
kernels will be launched to compute only specific regions of
the frame, followed by precision reduction if configured by
applications.
3. DEMONSTRATION
We demonstrate our DeepMon framework on two latest
devices, Samsung Galaxy S7 and Z5. Both are commodity
smartphone devices running on two different GPU architec-
tures. Galaxy S7 integrates Mali GPU while Z5 uses Adreno
GPU as shown in table 1.
In our demonstration, we will trigger Yolo object detection
[3] continuously on video streams to localize 20 objects (e.g.
persopn, dog, cat, etc.) and show detected bounding boxes
on the screen.
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